
 

 

 

 

 

 

We’d seen little beyond our headlight beams for the last hour. As if Lincoln in his 

log cabin cracked his stack of law books, Michelangelo stared at a blank Sistine 

ceiling, or Dorothy tried to skip on yellow bricks in midnight storm, all by the glow 

of a lone candle … oblivious to wonders that await. Back up on the mountain, we 

did note a faint reddish glow to the right silhouetting whisps of mist or smoke. 

Walking up to the porch in the dark everything around the house seemed lush, green 

tropical. We heard the ocean faintly. But our hosts told us there was no more beach. 

You see, four years ago, lava flowed down the slope, pushing into ocean waves, 

which cooled it solid and redirected the flow along the coast, encircling the 

community of homes.  

 

At dawn the next morning, I woke eager to explore this volcanic wonder, atop my 

list of things to see in Hawai’i. Utterly new to me—not in Michigan anymore! The 

sun rose through scattered clouds as waves crashed against a two-story cliff of black 

rock. Wide as a city block in that spot, gazing down the coast it spread into a vast 

swathe of undulating barren terrain. Top fronds of palm trees lined where crescent 

sandy beaches used to be. In the swirling textures and color variations I tried to 

picture a river of fiery molten minerals from our planet’s core superheated beyond 

comprehension—fountaining, pouring forth, dancing over flows from decades or 

centuries ago, leaping, running, twirling, somersaulting until its multi-week 

performance came to an end, having reshaped the landscape and many people’s 

lives.  
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Astounding to perceive forces that formed much of our planet, spanning islands and 

continents and time nearly eternal. Astounding to know miles below us a molten 

core still roils, awaiting any chance to spew anew. Even as in cracks of the smooth 

lava crust tender shoots root in pumiced rock, to one day become a lush ecosystem 

of abundant life. Our aging surfer homegrown Hawaiian host explained: new growth 

arises from hardened lava not in years, almost immediately.  

 

Watch closely, Isaiah invites in the voice of God. I’m preparing something new, 

now it springs forth, even as I speak. There for you to see, to know. Can you 

perceive it? Isaiah didn’t live in a land of volcanoes. He imagines a way in the sea, a 

path through mighty waters, rivers in the desert—the unimaginable made real in 

their own landscape. See, it’s more than a crystal ball figment of the future. He’s 

recalling the famed Exodus past to give hope and trust to people suffering exile—

conquered, marched off to forced servitude in Babylon. Across the same barren 

terrain where armies hunted like wild jackals, they’ll stride out, streaming like hot 

lava, cool rivers, joy flowing from deep inside to new life with purpose and praise.  

 

In the season of Lent, friends, we prepare for new life. Minds repent (that is 

rethink), hearts yearn, as we stride each step closer to the cross and dawn of Easter. 

Isaiah urges: don’t just spend time perseverating on former things. Could equally be 

struggles or successes, bad experiences or fond memories. For people like us, a mix 

of both may need to be let go. Maybe a promised land of life we knew assailed by 

age or illness, wars, climate and other world concerns. Normal transitions—kids 

born or grown, retirement. Or we risk bored safety, complacency, comfortable 

stability we know, putting a cork in openness to new possibility. Don’t let our hearts 

encrust so hard, Isaiah might warn, that Holy Love, like hot lava rising deep inside 

can’t get out to reshape the world in how we might run, twirl, leap, somersault. 



Don’t get stuck recounting days gone by. Feel memory inspire opportunity. Get 

ready for what’s come, even better! 

 

Friends, here’s the thing about this new life God promises to spring forth. It’s no 

fairy-tale like Alice down the rabbit hole into Wonderland, Peter into Neverland, 

C.S Lewis’ wardrobe or J.K. Rowling’s platform 9¾. No magical light, voice, 

power while we lounge about passively. God’s new things do arise in a moment—a 

glimpse of beauty or horror in the world around, story we read that shifts our 

perspective, a word someone says that strikes a chord, a dream or idea or yearning 

that won’t stop swirling inside.  

 

You see, grace dawns around us all the time. There for us to receive it, to respond, 

to live into its possibilities. Do we tend that holy gift? Listen, ponder insights that 

come, nurture inspiration for what could be—do we not perceive it? Or are we too 

wedded to expectations and biases, too jaded by past hurts or disappointments we 

can’t let go, too busy believing the only goodness in life is what we make, succeed, 

prove. So we’re oblivious to grace radiant in another face and person, abundant in 

ways more wondrous than we could plan or imagine on our own. 

 

Suzanne and I parked at the Kilauea caldera we’d driven so near that night before. A 

mile away through telephoto lens or binoculars lava flowed—a thin red river amid 

whisps of mist, bubbly leaps edging the hottest pool. A guide on my phone assured 

us this molten lake decades ago is now solid rock 474 feet deep. We descended 

gradually around the rim, through a tropical forest. Occasional gaps offered a 

chance to overlook the mile wide pottery bowl. On a faint line bisected far below, 

etched by every human footstep, we could barely see people following cairns of 

stones where others had gone before. When we reached bottom, it seemed we’d 

entered the plains of Mordor. Weaving amid jagged edged boulders a strong breeze 

gave a brief reprieve from sunbaked heat. I must have felt a puff or gust of the 



Spirit. I said, let’s find a small stone. And while we walk, ponder a feeling, longing, 

something deep inside that needs to be made molten and reshaped anew. When we 

reach the other side, we’ll pray and place our stone atop a pile to guide others on the 

way.  

 

St. Paul builds a cairn for early Christians in Philippi. His life had been powerfully 

reshaped. The very essence of how he saw himself. A perfect Roman citizen and 

Hebrew born of Hebrews, coveted tribe of Benjamin, a Pharisee, upholding all 

rituals blamelessly. You see, for him the old life wasn’t bad. Quite the opposite, he 

reached the pinnacle of living faith. But all that got superheated, made molten in the 

power of Divine Love. Until he perceived clearly that anything society and religion 

counts as success, achievements he thought important, gains in the ledger of culture 

… he wrote off as garbage compared to surpassing treasure of God’s Grace and 

Peace revealed in Jesus. “I want to know Christ and the power of his resurrection 

…”  

 

Friends, can we feel that yearning? However grand our home or humble. However 

accomplished our resume or sparse. However much we have in the bank or empty 

pocket. However much society may say we’re attractive, smart, respected or not. 

Can we see it’s all a bounced check and overdrawn savings? Can we feel it's Chris 

Rock slapped by Will Smith who then resigns from the Academy in disgrace all 

because of a bad, insensitive joke; it’s blue-haired Joy from Inside Out become 

Eeyore. Can we know it’s like falling flat on our face when trying to spin a pirouette 

on toe shoes? Compared with grateful energy, caring generosity, joyful peace, 

boundless possibility of life in the way of Christ. I want to feel that Holy Fire of 

Jesus’ purpose burning in my heart. I want to face courageously any threat or sense 

of loss. I want to know the power and promise of resurrection inside and out—the 

reality of new life starting here and now.  

 



Not that I think I’m already there, Paul cautions. Nor do I assume I’ll ever get there 

in the winner’s circle, halo above my head, MLK plus Mother Theresa multiplied by 

Gandhi perfect morality done and dusted. No, Paul imagines like athletes training 

incessantly, I keep pressing on, straining forward, harder, faster, toward the prize of 

the heavenly call. Note not heavenly status, bliss. The call, the purpose, the life of 

service, the fullness of God’s peace in Christ Jesus. As Olympic cross-country 

skiers or skaters and the coach of St. Peter’s in the college basketball Big Dance 

say: we hit a wall of pain, but we never give up. 

 

So friends, as God takes us and summons what we can be, I wonder what’s a new 

thing for us to see? How do we perceive Holy Love, pursue new life, learn what 

God wants for us? How do we understand ourselves, our world, Divine Ways 

enough to renew joy, commitment, Sacred Purpose in us however long our journey 

across the Kilauea caldera of life ahead? Paul combines soul and body, open 

receptive heart and dogged persistent effort. Something like the way Martha 

Graham described the life of a dancer.  

 

I believe that we learn by practice, Graham wrote. Whether it means learning by 

practicing dancing, or by practicing living, the principles are the same. In each, it is 

dedicated sets of acts, mental, emotional, physical, from which come shape of 

achievement, the sense of one’s being, the satisfaction of sprit. One becomes in 

some area an athlete of God. Practice means to perform over and over again, in the 

face of all obstacles, some act of vision, of faith, of desire. I think, she said, the 

reason dance holds such an ageless magic for the world is that it’s a symbol of the 

performance of living … “the dance of life.” The way in which dance speaks is also 

the way in which live is lived, experiences are made manifest—holding in memory 

all matters of life and death and love.i  

 



Martha Graham created a new thing—modern dance. Out of stunning beauties and 

expressive constraints of ballet, Graham followed her journey through the caldera of 

Spirit. Living and working out of a tiny studio, Graham innovated, experimenting 

endlessly with basic human movement—tensing and releasing to express emotional 

depths. As she built a cairn, so many in her company and other choreographers—

Merce Cunningham, Paul Taylor, Twyla Tharp—felt their own molten movement 

come alive. Now, I don’t really know what I’m talking about! With dance that is. 

But friends, I get what that’s like in our living faith. It takes intentionality, routine, 

practice, courage, discipline. All that’s best in our prayer, devotional reading, 

meditation, seeing the good, feeling gratitude, offering generosity, savoring joy … 

these are disciplined practiced of heart and mind as much as an athlete runs miles, 

pumps iron, or does planks, sit-ups, push-ups. Take the time. Prioritize the 

importance. Invest the effort. And fueling that discipline, there is devotion—a 

yearning beyond comprehension, a desire deeper than calculation, hungering 

commitment though we don’t know how far it will go, giving our heart. Or maybe 

better sometimes simply letting it go unrestrained by doubt, unfettered by fear. Can 

you hear Paul yell into the wind on the Lake Michigan shore: I want to know Christ 

and the power of resurrection! 

 

It’s a new knee or hip or heart and the vitality it brings. New start in a job, a loving 

relationship, a place to live. Each new day of recovery. Each new dawn of 

possibility. An author or composer writes another page. A gardener plants another 

patch. It’s so many people risking their lives for others as shells, missiles and bullets 

explode around them, and those who clean up the rubble and welcome refugees. It’s 

a parent cuddling through questions or scraped knees. And a grown child holding a 

hand in silence even when the sleeping parent doesn’t know who’s there. 

 

Dancing appears glamorous, easy, delightful, Graham continues. But the path to the 

paradise of that achievement is not easier than any other. There is fatigue so great 



that the body cries even in its sleep. Times of complete frustration. Daily small 

deaths. Then, I need all the comfort that practice has stored in my memory and the 

tenacity of faith … the kind of faith that Abraham had, wherein he “staggered not at 

the promise of God through unbelief.” It takes about ten years to make a mature 

dancer. Training is two-fold. Study and practice strengthen muscular structure. The 

body is shaped, disciplined, honored, and in time, trusted. Movement becomes 

clean, precise, eloquent, truthful—a barometer telling the state of the soul to all who 

can read it. Then, there is the cultivation of being. The soul’s journey gets retold 

with all the gaiety and tragedy and bitterness and sweetness of living. At this point 

the sweep of life catches up the personality of the performer, the individual becomes 

greater as the personal becomes less personal. And there is grace. I mean the grace 

resulting from faith—magnetic, powerful, meaning-rich faith in life, in love, in 

people, in the act of dancing.ii  

 

Thanks be to God. Amen.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
i Quoted and abridged from Martha Graham, “An Athlete of God” in Edward R. Murrow’s 

This I Believe edited by Dan Gediman with John Gregory and Mary Jo Gediman (This I 

Believe Inc, 2010), 61-62. 
ii Ibid, 62-63. 


